Relaxation methods applied to engineering problems.
VIII. Plane-potential problems involving specified normal gradients
B y R. V . S o u t h w e l l , F.R.S. a n d G i l l i a n V a i s e y {Received 11 February 1943)
Since every plane-harmonic function is associated with a conjugate, problems in which normal gradients are specified on the boundary can be transformed into problems in which boundary values are specified. There then remains, however, the problem of deducing a func tion iff from its conjugate <f>, and this, when the conjugate has been determined only approxi mately, entails uncertainties which were exemplified in Part V. To minimize the errors of approximate computation rjr and 0 should be determined severally and independently, conse quently a method of direct attack is still needed on problems in which normal gradients are specified. Recent applications have, moreover, presented cases in which the boundary con ditions are 'm ixed', i.e. values are specified at some parts of the boundary, gradients at others.
Here, two methods are propounded for the satisfaction of mixed boundary conditions, the first applicable also to cases in which normal gradients alone are specified. Test examples indicate that the wanted extension of method is now available.
I n t r o d u c t io n

1.
There are two standard cases of the plane-potential problem. In the first, the wanted function fr is governed by Laplace's equation and takes specified values at points on the boundary. This case was treated in Part III (Christopherson & Southwell 1938) ,* along with variants in which account was taken of refraction and plasticity, or in which (1) was replaced by Poisson s equation ,ox
Z being a specified function of a; and y. The second case is different in th at the normal gradient of the wanted function, instead of the function itself, has to take specified values at the "boundary. In both cases the solution is unique, except th at in the second any constant quantity may be added to w. A particular integral of (2) can always be formulated, either exactly by a known formula in the theory of attractions, or approximately, after expression of in finite differences; consequently any problem governed by an equation of type (2) can be reduced to a plane-potential problem governed by (1). Moreover with every solution of (1) 
when s, measured along the boundary, and v, the outward normal, are related as in figure 1. This means th at a problem of the second class, in which has specified values at the boundary, can be formulated and solved as a problem of the first class, in which d< f)/ds (and consequently <j), except for an arbitrary constant) has specified values. The subsequent problem of deriving \\r from (j) was discussed in Part V (Gandy & Southwell 1940 ).* v* boundary 2.
Thus the two standard classes can be identified, and 9 from an ' orthodox ' standpoint they do not call for separate F ig u r e 1 discussion. But a third class of problem can be envisaged which is not similarly reducible either to the first or to the second, viz. th a t class in which the wanted function is governed by 'm ixed' boundary conditions, its value being specified at some, its normal gradient a t other points on the boundary. We have had no occasion, so far, to discuss it in this series, but a recent application of the relaxation -method requires th at it now be considered. Plainly its solutions will be unique, like those in which only boundary values are specified.
Moreover the second class too calls for examination from a 'relaxation' stand point, because we must expect as unavoidable errors due to incomplete ' liquidation of residuals'. Strictly speaking, unless a function satisfies equation (1) exactly it has no conjugate, and on this account an element of arbitrariness is apparent in the methods of Part V, whereby having determined approximately we sought to * The sh o rt title ' P a rt V ' will be used th ro u g h o u t this paper.
determine its conjugate function 0 . Here it is shown ( §5) th a t if we impose as the condition for 'optimal conjugacy ' of 0 1 and 0 th a t the integral
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-evaluated for the whole region contained within the specified boundary-must take its minimal value, then when is given 0 will be subject to the conditions V20 = 0, everywhere in the region, 00 dv d f ds' everywhere on the boundary.
(5)
This means th at whether or no xjr has been computed, strictly speaking we ought to compute 0 independently, by a technique devised specially for problems of the second class.
3. We are thus impelled to search for such technique, and it should if possible be also applicable to ' mixed ' boundary conditions. This is the purpose of the present paper, which propounds for mixed boundary conditions two methods of attackthe first applicable also to cases in which normal gradients alone are specified (class 2).
The basis of the methods of P art II I was th a t mechanical interpretation of (1) and (2) which is afforded by 'Prandtl's membrane analogue'. Seen from this stand point, specified values of dw/dv are specified values of T denoting the tension in the membrane, i.e. they are line-intensities of transverse loading applied to the membrane at its edge. 'Method 1 ' ( § § 11-13) adopts this physical picture and proceeds in the manner of P art III, replacing the continuous membrane by a net of finite mesh, and accepting the errors which result from such replacement (on the ground that these become insensible as advance is made to successively finer nets). I t is equally applicable to problems in class 2 and in class 3 ( §2). 'Method 2 ' (due in principle to Dr J. R. Green) is an alternative treatm ent of mixed boundary conditions (class 3) which seems likely to have-in special circumstances--some advantages over Method 1. It was tested (by Dr L. Fox) before 'Method 1' had been fully developed.
The worked examples were chosen solely as test cases, not as having any intrinsic interest. Their solutions are known, and without entailing inessential complications each leaves room for all errors really characteristic of the procedure tested.
4. Being concerned with fundamental aspects, this paper affords an opportunity to record some extensions of the theory first outlined in Part III. In Section I, § 5 deals with the problem noticed in § 2, namely, given an approximation to some planeharmonic function xjr, to obtain the best approximation to its conjugate function 0; § § 6-9 give a physical explanation of the fact (noticed in Part III, but only as a mathematical deduction) th at closer approximation is attainable with a use of triangular nets ( N = 6) than with either square or hexagonal nets = 132 §9 completes our physical pictures of 'relaxation n ets' regarded as actual nets of tensioned strings transversely loaded a t their nodal points, showing what string tension must be postulated in order that a chosen net may be the finite-difference approximation to the tensioned membrane of ' Prandtl's analogue R. V. Southwell and G. Vaisey and we have the problem of choosing < f) to minimize the residual error. We may take as the measure of this error the integral (4) bis evaluated for the whole ' field ' contained within the specified boundary: i.e., given \Jr we may say th at the optimal approximation to its conjugate function f) is th a t which makes Q a minimum.
Let < j> -where <p0 satisfies the conditions V20 = 0, everywhere in the 'field', dd) ddr l , everywhere on the boundary. Again, since f>Q and fr are invariant, so also is the first in Q has its minimum value when dxdy -0, i.e. when (]>' = const., so th a t (like <fi0) satisfie According to this conclusion the optimal approximation to < f> is governed by (5) and as such is independent of any errors in the computation of fr. Its determination is a plane-harmonic problem of the second class ( § 1), calling for special technique.
Physical aspects of the relaxation net
6. In P art III* it was shown ( § § 6-8) th a t when A = 3 or 4 The difference of the left-and right-hand sides of (i) or (ii) was taken as a measure of the ' residual force ' at O, and rules were devised whereby all residual forces can be brought to zero by a 'systematic relaxation of constraints'. For computation it has been found convenient to multiply this measure of residual force by A, i.e. to replace (i) and (ii) of (8) We shall adopt this modified convention here, taking (9) and (10) as the basis of our approximate treatm ent of the governing equation (2), § 1.
7.
A mechanical interpretation of (2) is given by ' Prandtl's membrane analogue : it governs the small transverse displacement of a membrane strained to uniform tension T and loaded with transverse pressure of surface-intensity TZ {Z being a function of x and y). A corresponding interpretation of (9) and (10) was propou in Part III, § 9: they govern the small transverse displacement due to transverse forces applied at its nodal points, of a net, initially flat, in which every string is strained to the same tension T.
To complete this physical picture we must account for the magnitudes of the loading (Z) terms in (10), and in particular for the additional term which appears when N = 6. Clearly, if a distributed loading is to be brought to bear upon a net of finite mesh, and in such a way th at every string connecting two adjacent nodes remains straight when the net is deflected, some mechanism must be envisaged for effecting the distribution, e.g. a light rigid plate having the shape of the mesh and suspended from its nodal corners by inextensible ties.* Suppose, in the first place, th at the mesh is triangular ( N = 6) and th at a concentrated f through the point P of the rigid plate OAB (figure 3). Then the part of Z which on statical principles should be sustained by O is i.e. it is Z(1 -x/d), where d = \a ^3. Dealing in this manner with the pressure TZ over the whole of OAB, we find th at the total contribution of the pressures on this triangle to the force a t O is The other four triangles surrounding 0 can be treated similarly. Summing the contributions of all six triangles, we find th at the terms involving sum to zero, leaving
as the total force which, according to (i), comes on the nodal point 0. Since 4 = 3 and since the area OAB = -a2, the expression (iv) may be written as
Relaxation methods applied to engineering problems 135 (v) and this (for N = 6) agrees with F as given by the last of (10), provided th at
8. T denoting the tension in any one string, it is easy to show th a t
F = { £ a , N M -o}
is the force which acts at 0 in consequence of small displacements of the sur rounding nodes. This (for N = 6) agrees with as given by th at
i.e. provided that we concentrate in the string OB (figure 3) the whole force which in the membrane was exerted by the tension T acting across the line (OB) tam rjN . (On our assumption of a transverse pressure T it was evident th at the magnitude of T would be immaterial.) 9. Our physical picture of triangular nets is now complete. Equations (9) and (10) express the condition for transverse equilibrium of nodal points when (i) every string tension T has a value equivalent to the resultant pull of the membrane tension T (= ^3) across a side (a of the hexagon surrounding th at point, (ii) the transverse pressure (TZ) is concentrated at nodal points in accordance with the principles of Statics. (They will hold when F and F are multiplied by any factor; but no factor is in volved when T = ^/3 and T accordingly = But when the mesh is square or hexagonal (N = 4 or 3), statical principles no longer suffice to determine the partition of the transverse pressure between adjacent nodal points, and the best that we can do is to concentrate at O (figure 2) the whole of the pressure acting on the surrounding polygon abc On th a t understanding the total pressure-force at O is and this, if we now make
is equivalent to (9) and (10). For N = 6 the assump of §7.
10. To summarize these conclusions: Equations (9) and (10) may be employed as the finite-difference equivalent of (2); and just as (2), in ' P randtl's membrane analogue', is interpreted as governing the (small) transverse displacement of a membrane strained to uniform tension T and loaded by pressure of surface-intensity TZ, so (9) and (10), in our 'net analogue', can be interpreted as governing the nodal displacements w of a net in which every string has the same tension T and sustain transverse forces F as given by the second of (10). For correspondence of displacements in the membrane and in the net, T must be related w ith T by (12) and F must be, for N = 6 the statical equivalent, for = 3 4 the resu acting over a certain area. We must, moreover, have T = cot 7 (14) 6is
and hence, according to (12), T = a , (15) in order th a t the transverse force exerted by any one string in consequence of a unit difference between the values of its terminal displacements may be = 1. (In P art III, written before multiplication by N ( § 6) had been found convenient, the corresponding force was 1 /N.) When, in place of (2), Laplace's equation (1) is to be satisfied, Z does not enter into our equations, and then in problems of the first class ( § 1)-i.e. when boundary values are specified-this close study of numerical factors is not necessary ; but it is needed in problems of the second or third class-i.e. when normal gradients are specified. In the membrane analogue (cf. § 3) specified values of are specified values of T(dwjdv), the line-intensity of a transverse edge-loading: using the 'net approximation', we shall (in Method 1: cf. § 11) concentrate this distributed loading on the strings which cross the boundary, and then in order to proceed we must know the consequent slope of every such string. Using (9) and (10) we assume th a t a unit transverse force on any string entails a unit difference between the displacements of two ends: then according to (12) T = cot7t/N, and so T must be given this value in integrals of the type which measure the transverse forces.
Method 1 S e c t io n II. T h e t r e a t m e n t b y r e l a x a t i o n m e t h o d s OF SPECIFIED NORMAL GRADIENTS
11.
As shown in § 10, the total transverse edge-loading to be taken as acting on an arc of boundary is the value of = cot(nlN) j^ds( 16) for that arc, when (9) and (10) apply. Given dwjdv at every point on the boundary, by graphical and/or numerical methods we can compute the integral for any selected arc.
In Method 1 we make this computation for every element of boundary which is intercepted by 'strings' of the chosen net, and we concentrate each force (16), in accordance with the rules of Statics, on the strings which terminate the relevan Thereby we derive a problem suited to computation by relaxation methods, m which strings crossing the boundary have not there (as in Part III) to un e g specified displacements, b u t to sustain specified transverse forces. T he derived forces sum to zero, because for equilibrium of the original (specifie )
Our problem in relaxation will be to make them meet and cancel (whereas in problems of the first class, treated in P art III, we had only to transfer them to the boundary).
12.
Concentrating the edge-loading in this way, without affecting the equilibrium of internal nodes we may imagine each loaded string to be prolonged beyond the boundary and its load Z to be transferred to its outer end ( , figure 4) . As in Parts I I I and VII, we may conveniently assume every string to have the standard length, so th at its outer end becomes a 'fictitious node' outside the boundary. The question then arises, whether the fictitious nodes should or should not be assumed to have strings connecting them: the answer would seem to be, th a t in some circumstances strings should be assumed to connect fictitious nodes, but th a t then their tensions should have half the standard value, in other circumstances the fictitious nodes should not be so connected.
The argument may be stated as follows: The fictitious nodes, if we join them, will define a polygonal boundary lying either on or outside the specified boundary, so th at a membrane of specified plan-form (the 'Prandtl analogue' of our planeharmonic problem) will be replaced in our treatm ent by a slightly larger net representing (approximately) a slightly larger polygonal membrane, indicated by shading in Fig. 5a . B ut now the tension in a fictitious string comes ( § 8) from the membrane tension in an element of which half lies inside, half outside the boundary. Here the outer half has no real existence (figure 5a), so we must make the tension |T .
On the other hand, plainly the polygonal (substituted) membrane should-for
* We observe that this condition necessitates a treatment which (like Method 1) deals with integrated effects of the transverse loading.
membrane it is essential that* (17) F ig u re 4 accurate results-be no larger than is necessary, and sometimes this consideration will suggest the replacement indicated in figure 56. There the shaded area indicates a membrane larger than what is specified, but lying within the polygon (indicated by broken fines) which would be obtained by joining fictitious nodes in the manner of figure 5a. Accepting this shaded area as a substitute for the specified membrane, and now replacing it by a net, we shall account for all of the membrane tension by concentrating a tension T in each of the strings (AB, etc.) which join fictitious nodes to nodes inside the boundary. There is no longer any membrane element calling for a string to connect fictitious nodes, so no tension is to be associated with any of the broken lines.
Relaxation methods applied to engineering problems su b stitu ted polygonal boundary \ __ specified boundary 13. Figs. 5 relate to triangular nets; but nets of square mesh can be treated similarly, and in either instance we are left with a very simple problem of liquidation, entailing no departure from the standard ' relaxation pattern ' excepting where (at the polygonal boundary) the strings are less than N in number and/or exert 'half tensions' as explained in § 12. Complete liquidation will leave no residual force a t any node, whether inside or on the modified boundary. I t is possible .(theoretically) because the initial forces must sum to zero, as shown in § 11.
The technique of liquidation has been described already, in Parts I I I and V.
Example 1 14. To test the method we have applied it to a problem specially chosen (i) as having a known solution, simple to compute, and (ii) as entailing rapid variations of dw/dv in some part of the boundary.
The function w = 6 = ta n -1-(18) x is plane-harmonic and can be evaluated for any point from a table of inverse tangents; and on a circular boundary touching the axes of co-ordinates, viz.
x2 + y2 -2R(x + + = 0, (20). The variation is rapid in the neighbourhood of (j) = mination of a plane-harmonic function w which on'the circular boundary (19) has normal gradients given by (20) we shall be imposing a severe test on our computa tional method, notwithstanding th a t the wanted function is in fact simple (its contours being straight fines through the origin).
The test moreover is fair, because the data (i.e. the forces to be concentrated on the several strings) can be calculated and so are not subject to inaccuracies resulting from faulty estimation of normals. According to ( (16), gives the total load on the corresponding element of boun dary, and the proportion to be concentrated at each end-point was estimated in accordance with statical principles ( §11). Thereby we ensured th at errors of estima tion would leave forces still summing to zero ( §11) and-on a fine net-departing so little from exact statical equipollenee with the specified edge-loading as to entail no sensible error in the result. Figure 9 shows, for three successive nets, the computed deflexions and (figures b and c)* contours for comparison with straight lines derived from the known solu tion. (These last, for clarity, are not drawn in the diagrams, but their directions are shown on circular arcs. All, of course, pass through the origin of co-ordinates.) To save space we have plotted, not w as given by (18) which makes the wanted function skew-symmetrical with respect to in figure 6, therefore makes that line a contour (w = 0).* In each o lines indicate strings (through fictitious nodes) which we assumed to exert 'half tensions', chain lines with open circles (o) indicate strings which were given no tension ( § 12), i.e. were suppressed.
16.
The correspondence of our computed contours with the (correct) straight lines through the origin gives an indication of the over-all accuracy which can be achieved by Method 1. For comparison, figures 10 exhibit corresponding solutions obtained by the methods of Part IH , to the problem of determining to when boundary * It was remarked in § 1 that any constant may be added to w in a problem of class 2.
values are specified (case 1 of §1). There is not much difference in the accuracy attainable (with a net of given mesh-size) in the two cases.
The errors, though appreciable, are not of an order likely to m atter seriously in physical applications, and are less than those obtained (e.g.) by a use of 'electrical ta n k s' (cf. Bradfield, Hooker & Southwell 1937) . They arise in part from our use of c F igures 10. (Boundary values specified) finite-difference equations, because the wanted function (18), though plane-harmonic, does not exactly satisfy the finite-difference relation £a,e(w) -6w = 0, which is our analogue of Laplace's equation (1).
Example 2 17.
Method 1 is also applicable on nets of square mesh, and to ' mixed ' boundary conditions. A convenient example is provided by Saint-Venant's 'torsion-function < /> for an elliptical shaft. The plane harmonic function 
at every point of a boundary represented by x2 y* _ a* + b*~ ' (25) and vanishes on the axis of co-ordinates; so its determination for a single quadrant (x > 0 , y >0 , say) is a problem involving mixed boundary conditions. We here con sider the case in which ajb = so th at the required solution (23) is
18. According to (16) and (24), the total load on an element of boundary is cot (77 /N )^^d s = cot (n/N) j{y d y + xdx) = l(x2 + y2) cot (7r the lower limit of integration being arbitrary; on a single quadrant ( §17) the total load is + -62) cot ( ).
From (27), having calculated the co-ordinates of points where strings cut the boundary, we can compute the load on each element of boundary, then concentrate this in accordance with statical principles. As in Example 1 ( § 14), slight errors of estimation entail-on a fine net-no sensible error in the result.
Figures 11 present solutions, on two sizes of net, of this example of mixed boundary conditions. In this instance (since (}> according to (23) has linear variation along every string) the methods of Part III yield an exact result when boundary values are specified. The correct contours (rectangular hyperbolas) are indicated in fine lines for comparison.
Review of Method 1
19.
Using known formulae of interpolation, it is possible to improve on the accuracy of our treatm ent of irregular stars', though at some cost in complexity; and a like result may be expected to follow from corresponding (i.e. mathematical) study of Method 1. But our aim in this series is to pursue as far as possible (for planeharmonic problems) the notion of relaxation ' nets ' regarded from a physical stand- Vol. 182. A. 10 point, i.e. as tensioned nets replacing the continuous membrane which is Prandtl s analogue ( §3) of the governing (differential) equation. Accordingly (deeming it more important, at present, to extend the range than the accuracy of relaxation methods) we have retained the physical standpoint in this first attack on the case of specified normal gradients. Satisfactory accuracy is attainable.
Method 2 {for mixed boundary conditions)
20.
An alternative approach to mixed boundary conditions was suggested by J. R. Green. Suppose in the first place th at the boundary consists (figure 12) of two portions only, a part ABC on which the wanted function fr is speci CD A along which values are imposed upon its normal gradient. We assume ( § 1) th at \Jr being plane-harmonic has a conjugate function (f> defined by (3); and we arrange the square mesh net so th at AC coincides with one line of nodal points.
R. V. Southwell and G. Vaisey
Then along C D A ,where dftjdv is specified, we have values of dcfjds according the second of (3), and can integrate to obtain (j> : the constant of integration is im material, so 4> c can be given any arbitrary value and a definite value will t imposed upon f>A.W e also know frA and \Jrc , but we do not know (initially) the values of < f )o r of f ra t nodal points between A and C. If these were given, we should be con fronted with two plane-harmonic problems of the first class ( § 1)-namely, evaluation of f within the region ABC A , and evaluation of f> within the re figure 12-both soluble by the methods of Part III. Our problem is to attach such values to and xjr, at nodal points between A and , th a t the resulting solutions are compatible, i.e. th a t ys as deduced for the region ABC A, and iff' the conjugate of (f as deduced for the region CD AC, merge without discontinuity along the junction line AC.
21.
Identifying the directions of Oy and of we may state the conditions of such mergence as follows:
Let O (figure 13) be any nodal point in the line and let 1, 2, 3, 4 denote the four surrounding points. Then the usual finite-difference approximations replace The mesh-side (a) does not appear in these expressions, which accordingly hold for every size of net, and whether x, y, <fr, \Jr have 'dimensional5 or purely numerical significance.
22.
We have now transformed our problem into one suited to attack by the standard methods of Part III. The function \Jr is to be evaluated at nodal points in the region ABC A, < f> at nodal points in the region CDAC, both and < J ) at nodal points in the line A C. The wanted functions are specified on the curved boundary, so the methods of Part III, § § 23-4, can be employed to deal with 'irregular stars'. Separating the regions ABC A and CDAC as shown in figure 14 , we need not (in computation) distinguish between ijf and (j). Each is plane-harmonic in its own domain, so special relaxation patterns are entailed only near the curved boundaries (due to irregular stars) and at points near the lines AC, A'C' in figure 14. For the latter, they may be derived from (30) in the same way th at the standard pattern is derived from (29). Thus for the first of (30), introducing the concept of residual forces, we may substitute Relaxation methods applied to engineering problems (31) (dashes denoting points on the line A'C'of figure 14). T induced in the residual force at 0 by unit displacements imposed (severally) at the nodal points numbered 0, 2, 3, 4, 2', 4'; i.e., it decides one point in the relaxation pattern ' corresponding with each of these points. Excepting (possibly) at A and C, all of the ' strings ' have standard lengths, so the patterns are simple to construct and apply.
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In special cases that part of the boundary on which normal gradients are specified may be straight,-i.e. CD A, figure 12, may degenerate into the line CA. Then < }> will be known initially for points on A C ,so th at <> 4< are invar able as an expression for d^Jfjdx, at O, in terms of \Jrn, t/r2, xjsz, : no is imposed by the second of (31), since 1, in this instance, is a fictitious point in relation to (j) as well as xjf, and <j)x is accordingly unrestricted.
-specified ijr specified F igure 15a -specified ijf specified specified 23. Sometimes it may not be convenient to arrange the chosen net (as in § 20) so th at AC coincides with a line of nodal points: in th a t event the barrier between the y and 4> regions may be chosen to coincide with two such lines, as in figure 15a . No new question of principle is entailed.
But our discussion as it stands does not cover problems in which normal gradients are specified on more than one portion of the boundary. The reason is indicated in figure 156 : knowing d^/ds a t all points in AB, CD, we can attach an arbitrary value to < j> A and thence deduce <f)B\ but we cannot go on to deduce (j)G and (f>D severally (though we can calculate < f> D~< f> c)> an<l we are not entitled arbitrar another constant in order to make them definite.
We can on the other hand (taking advantage of the principle of superposition) obtain the-required solution by a synthesis of two solutions (a) and (6) of which (а) is obtained on the assumption 0, (б) is obtained on the assumption <j)A = 0, (j)c = 1, and both can be obtained in the manner of § §20-1. Denoting these two solutions by \Jra, <f)a and rjrb, <f)u, we can derive a third solution \Jr, (f) by attaching any value to kin the expressions \Jf = f a-k f b, (f> = <j>a-k<f>b.
To make the derived solution acceptable, k must be so chosen th a t on any line X Y parallel to Ox Every line of nodal points like X Y will yield a separate estimate of k, and the estimates will differ only on account of unavoidable errors of computation.
Examples 2 and 3
24.
To test these methods L. Fox applied them to the two problems indicated in figure 16 . For both the boundary conditions were framed so th at the wanted function was*^ = tan_1y/a; (corresponding with < f) = log r + const.),
when the axes are as shown in the diagrams. But in Example 3 (illustrative of § § 20-2) boundary values of \{r were assumed to be specified over the length EBADCH, normal gradients of ^ over the length EFOH, i.e. a single barrier EH separated a ^■-region from a ^-region: in Example 4 (illustrative of § 23) boundary values of xjr were assumed to be specified both over BADG and over EFOH, normal gradients of ^ over the lengths BE and HC, so th at a single ^-region separated two ^-regions. The choice of a rectangular boundary obviated the inessential complication of 'irregular stars'. Example 3 presented no difficulty. Three successive nets were employed, the * The advantages of this function have been stated in § 14.
finest having eight mesh-sides in a shorter side of the rectangle. The final (accepted) values of 'ip' (shown in figure 17 ) were nowhere in error by j /oThe test imposed in Example 4 was somewhat different, being concerned with the accuracy attainable by the procedure suggested in § 23. By th at method we derive a series of estimates for the constant k i n (32), in numb the chosen net. In our example we arranged th at the correct value of k should be 805, and on a net having eight mesh-sides in the length of a smaller side of the rectangle we obtained as estimated values 795, 797, 807, 813, 807, 799, 799 (mean 802) .
Acceptance of the mean value 802 entails an error of less than 0*4 %, which is satis factory accuracy. In plane-potential problems, specified normal gradients, whether for the whole or for part of the boundary (' mixed boundary conditions '), inevitably present greater difficulties, and entail more labour for corresponding accuracy, than specified boundary values. But both of the methods described in this paper have been shown by test examples to be adequate, used in conjunction with a reasonably fine net. As in P art II I ( § 5), it will almost always be possible to dispose of singularities in advance.
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